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SPECIAL FEATURES

They're playing a tango
By John W. Reed

T h e f o l o ~ i n gessay,wn~cnappears here with permission, is based on a
M. Cooley Projmor $Law Emeritus John WReed at the State Bar cofMichganb h a d Xeeilng
on September 2 2 , 2 0 0 5 , and published in the November 2005 issue D f M & p
JOWXU&
the journal ofthe Michigan State Bar.
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meeting, as I noted, is our
70th. The fourth of these meetings

was held the year in which I entered
law school, so I have been an eyewitness to our profession for almost a l l of
those 70 years. As a law teacher, I have
occasion to visit from time to time with
a wide variety of lawyers-big town,
small town; big firm, s m d firm; office
lawyers, courtroom lawyers, both sides
of the t a b l ~ no
d matter whom
I meet with, no matter what kind of
practice or specialty, the one common
theme I encounter is uneasiness about
change and the rate of change -change
in the applicable law itself, change in
the way law is practiced, change in the
society to which the law is applied, and,
always, a pervasive sense of unease tbat
the rules of the game.are being changed
in the middle of the game, usually to
one's own disadvantage. It reminds me
of my favorite.fortune cookie message:
a change for the better will be made
against you.
This is a Merent world from the
one of your youth. It certainly is vady
Merent from the world of my ~ o u t h
even longer ago.
Technological changes are ~erhaps
the most obvious. In one lifetime, we
have gone from the horse vld buggy
and the kerosene lamp to space stations,

heart transplants, and the information
.y
?
superhighway (where, incidentally, many
of another group. It's as portraye4 by
a Ri&ard Guindon cartoon in the Free
of us are stuck on the entrance ramp).
Press
showing a flat, treeless wasteland
Whether, by the way, the information
on which are scattered a dozen or
superhighway is a good thing depends,
so crudely drawn clumps of people
I think, on the quality of the informahunkered down behinq-low barricades
tion. I was struck by an item some time
rubble, each dispsying a small pennant
ago in the NewYork Tim@ stating that in
on a pole. Two &pressionless men are
1849 Henry ~ a v i d f i o m said,
u W e are
walking by, and one says to the other, KAs
in great haste to construct a magnetic
a country, we seem to be breaking up
telegraph from Maine to Texas, but
into groups of hurt feelings"
Maine andTexas, it may be, have nothing
:,-.--.
..' -.
important to communicate.*
?pg:~x3G- - - , Change is everyvihere. And became
the law affects, and is affected by, &'of
Social and cultural changes in these
life, there are concomitant changes in
70 years have been no less dramatic.
'
the law and in oqr profession-such
The extent of those changes can be
changes as:
seen simply by comparing the contents
The erosion of the role of the'civil
of a daily newspaper of the 1930s
with today's Detroit Free Press. You may
jv;
The paliti+'tlon of the judiciary;
remember the old-timer who said to a
The diluting of the adversary
friend, "I can remember when it used
system;
to be that the air was clean and sex was
The neat-disappearance of the ,
dirty." One of the s o d a changes that has
general practitioner;
particular implications for law and the
The ascendancy of digital forms of
administration of justice is the increasing
information;
tendency of people to consider themAnd, or course, most troubling
selves members primarily of cultural
of all to most of us. is the wid&and ethnic subgroups, often at odds
lamented decline of professionalism, as the practice of law seem
with one another and at odds with the
to
become more and more a
community as a whole. The common
commd#cial busines~which
loyalty we once felt to the nation and
creates great self-doubt in our
its ideals is diminished if not destroyed
profemion.
by fierce loyalties to the parti&
clan,
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b p a , snd cowrle~sothers,
UB as indinridd + ~ X R and
u a pmkion. I dpose to you the
qwwtim whether a lawyer^ we have the
nscmay tdmt9the n e c e a q creativity
p d v c &ern.
,
E&
the first day of law rchool,
lawyer^ are trained to thinlr in terms of
pcedent. On the basis of what has been
decided, we tell clients what they may do
and may not do. We are sped& in the
pwt; we are profesaiond antiquarians.
Qhrl Smdbztrg, in his poem that
contains the f e l i a r line 'Why does a
hearse horse snicker hauling a lawyer
away: writes:

b e b eh
~
d w d d be done fm
the first h e . S m e -middrat atare
d e U L lath h r "We stmd by mr past
mistaCes." W e b e a p d m & a dbias
somewhat like that of the WarIdWir IU
tail gmna who hinted when Ize went up
to the cockpit grid szw the world *r
towsrd him ati300 miha an how.

klwtiq tke btur riRb smmm
fm all PSQt
too often we try to meet the
future with solutions firom tbe p.
A number of years ago when the Fifkh
Circuit included ev+g
from morida
toTexas, the court wul falling futher
and fwher behind in its dacket. The

-
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pmped
the
traditional me: add another
judge to the existing 25
to help shoulder the load.
Experts in organization

management studied
the court's operations,
h&wever,,.sod discovered
an interesting lick the
processes of comlznication w i t h the court
required so much of the judges' available
time for each of the 25 existingjudges
to communicate with yet one more
judge wauld require more judicial time
in the aggregate than would be gained
by adding a new judge. In short, one
more judge would decrease the court's
capacity. And so the circuit was spht
to create
two smaller

II
1

- bespite Sandburg, our role as interpreters of the past lends a certain steadiness, a stability, a d m e s s to our society,
that has served us well through expansion
and war, prosperity and depression. And
it is especially important in individual
cases. But I suggest that the rate of change
in our world in this early spart of the
2 1st century is so dizzying that it will no
longer suffice ~ B r ~ ~ l y methods
- t h ; of the
past when it comes to meeting the larger
problems of society, and government,
and, yes, our profession. Lawyers defend
the status quo long after the quo has lost
its status. All too often we fit Mort Sahl's
definition of a conservative as one who
4

courts--the

Fifth and
the Eleventh-in

a tango."

I could go on at length, sugg&g
other areas in which we as lawyers
seem content to attack h o s t intractable problems with tools andc habits of
thought drawn, almost solely h m the
precedents with which we are so f d m
and so mmfmtable.There isn't time to
discuss them in depth, but let me simp1y
mention a few where new learning and
new theories and new approaches a m
somly needed but are in short supply.
T&e complex litigation, Eor example.
Just mentioning names suggests the
magnitude of the problems: J o b ManviUe, Agent Orange, D&an Shield.
Yet many lawyers still think of litigation as involving shnpl'y a plahtia and
a defendant-f
Hekn Pals@ suing
the Long Island Railroad; of Hadley and
Baxmdale arguing over the measure of
damages; of Fennoyer resisting eviction
by N&. The extent to which that simple,

"Waltz a littlefaster.. .they're playing a tango."

place of the larger
It war a
in which a tsaditiond
response would have exacerbated the
problem, not solved it. And it illustrated
One'

eongeethe p h t that problem sf;
tim and delay required fix &eiir s d d o n
the hvemtion of new mw-,
amt
merely the creatioa of mole courts
andmorejudges. I f e t q t o k e e p u p
with a ~
g workload
e by doing~
the same things as before, only bter
and f e and f a , we fdl f d e r amd
farther b e h d and, arguably, pra&ce
a less elegant result as well. We ape
the
on the dance floor who
knows only the OM. steps. "Waltz a lide
hter," says her partner, %ey3re playing

two-party%bipolar model is inpined in
our thinlring seems somehow to dimiaish
our ability to fashion new modes of
resolving complex disputes.

I
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Neither have we learned well how
to resolve disputes arising out of exotic
or highly technical subject matters. We
still use methods that were developed to
decide who struck the &st blow or who
was on the wrong side of the road.
We live in a time when enormous
4 t h resides in intellectual property
-oftware
and electronic data.Vast
sums of money are represented by
computer impulses and are transferred
around the world instantly by satellite.
We try to apply to these matters
property concepts from the time of
Blackstone, and they do not fit very well.
And on and on.You can add your
own examples of areas in which the
problems are new but the solutions
merely traditional and often inadequate,
in which lawyers, both individually and
as a profession, simply waltz faster when
the world in fact is playing a tango.

Maergiog ehaags
And so I ask, how should you and I,
as lawyers, respond to these types of
changes and challenges?And how should
the State Bar of Michigan respond?
As you would expect, I do not suggest
that we rashly adopt a bunch of new
procedures, new laws, new institutions,
new remedies simply because they are
new and, often, touted by enthusiastic
"true believers."As someone said, "Never
buy a gold watch in the parking lot from
a guy who's out of breath."And there are
zany solutions to all kinds of problems in
this world.You may remember the story
of the graveside service in a ~&isian
cemetery. A woman had died, and all the
mourners had left but two men. One
had been her husband and the other her
lover. The widower was grief-saickn,
but controlled in his grief. The lover, on

the other hand,
sobbing and keening,
and appeared about to collapse, when
the husband c h e over to him, placed
his arm around his shoulder reassuringly,
and said, 'Not to worry, M'sieur; I shall
remarry." Not all problems are ss easily
solved.
I
I don't know whether you have ever
thought about the fact that lawyers, as a
class, are not notably creative. My late
colleague,Andrew Watson, a professor of
law and psychiatry, described the brain
as a chaotic mass with only a veneer of
rationality. He maintained that creativity
exists only deep in that disorderly area
of the brain, that rationality is the enemy
of creativity, and that it is no accident
that so many creative, artistic, inventive
people are disorderly, imnoclastic, and
bohemian.The truly creative person
delves into the chaos, finds new things,
and then brings them to the surface to
rationalize them and make them useful.
The problem with lawyers, Dr. Watson
suggests, is that, by training and practice,
we are so steeped in reason that the
rational veneer is greatly thickened; and
it is very hard for us to break through
that veneer and to move into the creative
chaos. Indeed, we are embarrassed even
to try. And so we are not very imaginative, not very creative.
Our first task, then, is to try to
overcome that barrier, by resolving
to think more imaginatively about the
problems our profession faces, and
by enlisting the interest and efforts
of thoughtful experts in other fields
whose creativity hasn't been suppressed
by years of insistence on competency,
relevancy, and materiality.
In meeting these changes and
challenges, it is, paradoxically, more
important that we be creative about the

-

to be f d . I d e e w g the qzeatfon is ,
vastly more imPo+t-than t&e mmer.
One'reason.a &ld learns aa much %st
is that he is 611 of q~legriolik~~Though
w
think knowledge is powa, Thoreau wid
most of our so-&d hiowledge is &it a
conceit that we know someWg, wkch
robs us of {theadvantaeof our a d
I ignorance." In a similar vein, Hector
Berlioz said of his fellow composer
Claude Debuasy, "He lmows e n d g , :'
but he lacks inexpe+nce." Indeed,
recognizing the question is the beginning
of wisdom.

A virion ef the future
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And so, even -we celebrate the 70th
of our meetings' as a f d y of lawyers,
we look ahead.You may have seen
another cartoon by M a r d h i n d o n
in the Free Press that shows five wispy
men dnd women sitting arohd a QMe
in what I call a quiche-and-hanging-fern
restaurant, drinking wine and looking
bored. One says, '9s evolution still going
on, or is this ab&t it?" Well of course,
evolution is stih going on-in your.
personal life and in your profession. As
I have said, we live in a time of almost
overwhelming chage. Change makes us
uncomfortable, even angry at times. We
have a natural tendency to resist change.
But we cannot opt out. Disconnecting
from change does not recapture the past;
it loses the future. The question simply is
whether we will be agents of change or
its victims.
I suggest that despite our tendency
to be limited by the past, we lawyers,
with gifts of $tellect, training, craft,
and station, are obliged, if we are to be
faithful stewards of those advantages,
to offer to the republic and to society

idem foxmeeting
waldhtiidgtDaprd~a300
&ilea ~ Q X
hok-a~t in ttiby'~tep.rna,
m&2.
Very late fn b career, whea h5er
--atwive

,

vwnted intellect had begun to slip,
Justice Oliver Wendell Homes wag
traveling by train.When the conductor
came through the car calling for tickets,
HoImes couldn't find-his. He searched
through all his pockets, his briefcase,
his wallet. He searched high and low,
but he couldn't find his ticket. "That's
d l r g h t r said the conductor, y o u look
lik an honest man, and I'm sure you
havi just rnispknd it."YYoung man,"
replied Holmes, 'you don't understand.
The question is not 'Where is my ticket?'
The question is, 'Where am I going?' *
As individual lawyers, and as a bar, we
don't ask that question ofken enough.
You may recall the old conundrum:
"Why did Moses wander in the desert
for 40 years?""Because even then,
men wouldn't stop and ask directions."
Especially at the personal level, there
is the strong possibility that one who
neglects to reexamine his goals will
come to that condition in late middle
age where he$ gotten to the top of the
ladder only to find that it's against the
wrong wall.
The qumtion we neglect i~the one of
de~tbtion.Unless we keep posing tbat
quwd0315~d of our rrfbms andkhmp
win h norlllng but hpmved means to
an unimproved end. I pray, themfore,

tbat YQU a p d b 6 Y&W5dve~not
only to th+.ipnediate pmblems af your
&enb 4 ~ f & baq
e but %Ira0 Mr.
J u ~ c Holmm's
e
lepeu qu~etip:Wbm
we we gping?Tovdhioh I mSladd: Amd
bow dQ we ga thut? Do not commit
the errors common among the young,

of m d g that if you o u t save the
whole of &d,
ym h e frikd.
~thatisrq~iaconstaat~uisy,
pnd creatidty, and unseffihness, in
ddkessiag thg clxdmges t b bear upon
us. B may even rnean actions that are
costly to us pemondy. But it is eseentid
that we address ourjelves &ou&fully
and inttmtioaally to the future. W;e shall
be overwhelmed by events if we do not
anticipate them and If we do not h n t
hew ways of coping with them. Like the
woman on the dance floor, we'll merely
be waltzing f e while the w r l d is
playing a tango.
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